Press Release

Personalised Children’s Books
A new concept of books for children

Taking reading to the next level. Now children together with their families,
can be the stars of their very own stories in these novel books, featuring
their photos as well as their names.

+
Your name
and photo

=
Our story

Your personalised book

A concept revolutionizing the world of personalised children’s
books…
With its modern yet artistic illustrations, it is a truly original experience that Unique
Editions offers to young children and their families. Combining professional digital
and off-set printing, each book is individually produced using the highest quality materials. A real technological revolution in comparison with the quality of personalised
children’s books currently available on the market.

…and educationally beneficial for the child.
The photos are well integrated in the illustrations, making the discovery of the book
a moment of family fun, filled with surprise. The child, naturally interested in the
characters featuring, is immediately captivated by the story.
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« The little world of… »
ages 1 - 4 years
Fusing the child’s real world with the world of
reading!
For the first time, this is a story where children can
see themselves within their very own family, in everyday life. It depicts a charming story of a typical day
out to the park, playing in the sandpit, a trip on the
carousel, enjoying an ice cream, while mom and dad
also feature.

« The magical journey of … »
ages 3 - 8 years
An innovative approach to making reading fun!
With its poetic text, the child is transported on a
magical journey along with a friendly genie. The genie, with his magical powers, allows children to live
out all their favourite fantasies. He takes the child
to candy land, transforms the little boy into a pirate
searching for treasure, a magician making magic,
the girl into a mermaid splashing in the waves, and
a princess on horse-back. This book is guaranteed to
grip young readers.

About Unique Editions
Unique Editions is a young publishing house, specializing in personalised books for children from 0 to
8 years. The books are currently distributed in France through the website www.unique-editions.com,
as well as through a range of online distributors: Amikado.com, Cadeaumalin.fr, Livreenfant.com, Jolicadeau.com, Cadeauphoto.com and soon by Eveiletjeux.com (Fnac) and Evene.fr.

Samples on request
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